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Abstract: The introduction of cool outdoor air can help in reducing the energy consumption for
cooling during summer. Ventilative cooling potentials (VCPs) have been defined in various ways in
the literature to represent potential cooling hours in specified outdoor temperature ranges. However,
the energy-saving potential of ventilative cooling can differ between buildings in the same climatic
zone depending on the buildings’ thermal characteristics and system operations. In this study,
new VCPs are introduced with an index of temperature shift based on adaptive thermal comfort.
This index can be determined based on the balance temperature difference of the buildings, which
is defined as the heat gain in the building divided by the thermal transmission and air exchange
characteristics of the building envelope under quasi-steady state conditions. The proposed method
was also compared with those reported in the literature, including a computer-based VCP tool. It
is the objective of the present study to investigate the correlation between VCPs and actual energy
savings via ventilative cooling. Simulations were conducted in an office building for a four-month
period during summer to calculate the energy saved via ventilative cooling in comparison with
that achieved with a mechanical cooling system. Eight cities representing four different climatic
conditions were considered: tropical, dry, temperate, and continental. Our results revealed a strong
correlation between the energy savings and the proposed VCPs in the case of a proper temperature
shift estimation in all climatic zones. The computerized VCP tool also exhibited good correlation
with the calculated energy savings and with the VCPs proposed herein.
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1. Introduction

Research on exploiting the climatic cooling potential is progressively increasing toward achieving
buildings with low energy consumption. In most modern buildings, the highest amount of energy is
consumed for cooling purposes. Ventilative cooling in which natural or mechanical ventilation is used
when adequate outdoor air is available is a way to reduce the operation of mechanical cooling [1]. Thus,
it is necessary to quantify the potential of ventilative cooling in a specific climate with a standard index.

Several indices for quantifying the climatic cooling potential have been introduced in accordance
with the energy saving [2,3]. Yao [4] assessed an index of the natural ventilation cooling potential
(NVCP) for an office building—the ratio of the number of hours within the comfort zone to the total
occupied hours. Building characteristics, ventilation type, and internal heat load must be defined
in advance to match the natural ventilation with the expected occupancy thermal comfort. Without
including the building model, Causone [5] proposed an index of the climatic potential for natural
ventilation (CPNV). The index is based on the number of hours that natural ventilation agreed with
the temperature and humidity constraints. The defined acceptable supply air conditions were within
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the lower and upper temperature limits of 10 ◦C and 3.5 ◦C higher than the adaptive thermal comfort
temperature, respectively, and the humidity level was within 30% and 70% relative humidity (RH).
However, the wide acceptable temperature range in CPNV may create overcapacity in the design of
ventilation systems or cause occupant dissatisfaction. A climatic cooling potential (CCP) has been
introduced by Campanico [6,7] as a climatic index in the unit of kWh. The index represents the climatic
condition for passive cooling systems depending on the airflow rate, the comfort set point, and various
building characteristics. In the Annex 62 project, experts from 13 countries developed a VCP tool to
assess the VCPs considering the building characteristics, loads, and ventilation systems [8].

However, research on assessing the actual energy savings based on VCPs is yet to be conducted.
This study investigates the correlation between various VCP models and actual energy savings. Energy
simulations were conducted to calculate the energy savings of a model office building in four climates
during the daytime of summer.

2. Methodology

2.1. Balance Temperature Difference

The balance temperature difference (BTD) is defined as the indoor–outdoor equilibrium
temperature difference when the total heat gain of an indoor space equals the heat losses through the
building as formulated in Equation (1). The heat losses comprise heat transmission through envelopes
and heat infiltration due to ventilation air exchange.

ÛAbldg∆Tbal + ρCpQ∆Tbal = WIHG, (1)

where ÛAbldg is the overall heat transmission factor through the building envelope; Q is the ventilation
rate; WIHG is the indoor heat generation rate; and ρ and Cp are the density and specific heat of air,
respectively. The BTD expresses the overall thermal characteristics of a building with a single parameter
and can be calculated by rearranging and simplifying Equation (1) into Equation (2):

∆Tbal =
WIHG

ÛAbldg + ρCpQ
=

1
ÛAbldg
WIHG

+
ρCpQ
WIHG

=
1

1
∆Tbal,U

+ 1
∆Tbal,Q

. (2)

The overall BTD is half of the harmonic mean of the BTD caused by wall transmission
and that caused by air exchange. The BTD caused by transmission (Equation (3)) indicates the
temperature difference when there is no infiltration and/or ventilation, whereas the BTD by air
exchange (Equation (4)) is the temperature difference when there is no heat transmission through the
building envelopes.

∆Tbal,U =
WIHG

ÛAbldg
, Q ≈ 0 (3)

∆Tbal,Q =
WIHG
ρCpQ

, U ≈ 0 (4)

For a given internal heat generation, well-insulated but leaky buildings have high ∆Tbal,U but low
∆Tbal,Q, whereas poorly insulated but air-tight buildings have low ∆Tbal,U but high ∆Tbal,Q. The BTD
distribution in a parametric zone of ∆Tbal,U and ∆Tbal,Q is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Balance temperature difference dependence on a building’s thermal characteristics.

2.2. Definition of VCPs

The VCP term used to evaluate climatic data is defined as the number of potential ventilative
cooling hours divided by the total hours, although the potential cooling hours has varied in the
literature depending on the application. The VCP can be formulated as follows:

VCP =
1
H

d f

∑
d=di

h f

∑
h=hi

hvc, (5)

where H is the total observed hours; hvc is the number of hours when ventilative cooling is possible;
d and h are the standard time parameters for day and hour, respectively; and the subscripts i and f
denote the initial and final time variables for day and hour, respectively. Although this definition
is widely accepted in the community, the resulting value widely varies depending on the varying
temperature ranges and durations of the VCP model used.

To standardize and better represent the energy-saving potential, new VCPs are proposed based
on the thermal comfort zone shifted by the amount of BTD representing the thermal characteristics
of a building. Two VCPs, that is, VCP1 and VCP2, were calculated and compared with the CPNV
proposed by Causone [5] and the VCP tool developed by IEA Annex 62 [9]. VCP1 was defined as
the number of hours in the comfort zone shifted to a lower temperature by ∆Tbal; both the lower and
upper limits were shifted. To calculate VCP2, the lower limit of the comfort zone (Tlc) was shifted to a
lower temperature by ∆Tbal and the upper limit (Tuc) was shifted by half of ∆Tbal, as shown in Figure 2.
The figure shows an example of hourly climate data for one year in Seoul on a psychrometric chart.
The number of data points in the zone represents the VCP2 during the period of interest.

The thermal comfort zones for VCP1 and VCP2 were determined according to the adaptive
thermal comfort model of ASHRAE standard 55 [10] for a naturally ventilated building, as originally
proposed by de Dear and Brager [11]. Occupant acceptability was set to 80% with a ±3.5 ◦C band gap,
as shown in Equation (6), where Ta,out represents the mean outdoor air temperature. Occupants were
assumed to adapt their clothing to the thermal conditions and be sedentary, with a metabolic rate of
1.0~1.3.

Tcom f = 0.31Ta,out + 17.8. (6)

Two other climate cooling approaches were investigated for comparative purposes. The first
approach is the CPNV defined as the region above a lower limit of 10 ◦C and below an upper limit
of Tuc, which counts the number of hours of thermal comfort in the region for a naturally ventilated
building. The temperature comfort range is the same as given in Equation (6), but the humidity
constraints by Causone [5] are not considered.
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Figure 2. Shift zone for ventilative cooling potential (VCP2) and adaptive thermal comfort zone along
with hourly climatic data shown on a psychrometric chart.

The second approach is the VCP tool of which the evaluation criteria is based on user inputs,
including building thermal model and climatic data on an hourly basis. Summer hours are categorized
into four modes, which is related to indoor, outdoor, and set temperature, as well as cooling rate
by ventilation. Only “mode 2”, in which the outdoor temperature can meet the indoor comfort
with increased ventilation rate, was evaluated in the VCP tool herein. Thus, out of the output
datasets provided by the tool, only some of datasets were selected in the range compatible with the
other approaches. The VCP tool refers to the adaptive thermal comfort model in the EN 1521:2007
standard [11] with a ±3 ◦C band gap, which is expressed as follows:

Tcom f = 0.33Trm + 18.8, (7)

where Trm is the outdoor running mean temperature. Evaluation was conducted within office hours
(08:00~16:00). An illustration of the comfort zone and four climate evaluation approaches are shown in
Figure 3.
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2.3. Climates

The Köppen climate classification [12] specifies five main climate groups: tropical, dry, temperate,
continental, and polar. The fifth group, polar, is not considered herein because ventilative cooling is
not quite necessary. Thus, eight cities were analyzed to include two of each of the four main climate
groups studied. A list of the cities considered herein and their climates are summarized in Table 1. The
table also lists the average summertime outdoor temperature and wind speed.

Table 1. Climate data for the eight cities analyzed (data source: Energyplus [13]).

Climate Zone City Location
Average Outdoor Temperature (◦C) Average Wind Speed (m/s)

Jun Jul Aug Sep Jun Jul Aug Sep

Tropical
(Megathermal)

Jakarta
(Indonesia)

6.13 S,
106.75 E 29.0 29.0 29.4 29.6 4.51 4.76 5.11 4.89

Mumbai
(India)

18.9 N
72.82 E 29.0 27.8 27.2 27.6 2.74 3.26 3.23 2.08

Dry (Arid)

Madrid
(Spain)

40.45 N,
3.55 W 23.2 27.0 20.6 25.5 2.73 3.26 3.61 3.46

Alice
(Australia)

23.8 S
133.88 E 11.5 12.0 13.1 20.4 2.62 1.39 1.66 3.52

Temperate
(Mesothermal)

Los Angles
(USA)

33.93 N,
118.4 W 24.7 20.1 21.9 21.6 4.54 5.00 5.10 4.49

Yunnan
(China)

22.78 N
100.97 E 22.5 22.0 21.8 21.2 1.04 0.76 0.76 0.66

Continental
(Microthermal)

Seoul,
(Korea)

37.57 N,
126.97 E 23.2 26.2 27.0 22.3 2.46 2.60 2.25 2.17

Prague
(Czech)

50.1 N
14.28 E 15.6 17.3 17.6 13.3 4.03 3.07 3.40 3.80

2.4. Building and Energy Simulation Model

A medium-sized, three-story, 4982 m2 office building [14] with a 5 m long central atrium and
3 m ceilings was used for simulation, as shown in Figure 4. The total load produced by occupants,
lights, and equipment was 31.24 W/m2 and lasted from 08.00 to 16.00. The glazed and open areas
represented 33% and 11%, respectively, of the wall per floor area ratio. The building was located in a
rural area with low buildings and faced 90◦ to the north.
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Figure 4. Building model for validation.

Two cooling schemes were separately run to perform the energy-saving analysis. The first
operated as the control in which an air conditioner with a COP of 3.0 was used to meet all cooling
requirements. In the second, a mechanical fan cooled the indoor space using outdoor air at a constant
flow rate of 14 m3/s when the internal temperature was between 22 ◦C and Tuc. If the indoor
temperature rose above Tuc, the fan was replaced with air conditioning. The energy consumption and
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indoor conditions were calculated using the CoolVent software package [15] from June to September
on an hourly basis. ∆Tbal was manually calculated by considering the energy balance between the
internal heat gain and the building heat transfer. The UA value of the building was estimated to be
3600 W/K (∆Tbal,U = 43 ◦C), and the ρCpQ value was 16,800 W/K (∆Tbal,Q = 9 ◦C). In practice, users
can use the maximum fan capacity to define the air exchange rate for balance temperature difference
calculation. The natural infiltration has not been taken into account because the rates are not controlled
and can be neglected compared with the mechanical ventilation rates for cooling purposes. Solar
radiation was not included in the calculation for simplification, but it can be included as a part of the
indoor heat generation rate in Equation (1). It is a matter of how to model complicated solar heat gains
varying considerably depending on various parameters into a single parameter. In this paper, ∆Tbal
was thus calculated to be approximately 7 ◦C without considering solar gains. A ventilation rate of
2.81 L/s·m2 was employed in the VCP tool.

3. Results

The ventilative cooling potentials, VCP1 and VCP2, for the four representative climates in various
temperature shifts are plotted in Figure 5, where ∆T is used as an index of temperature shift. The
lower and upper limits were both shifted by ∆T in the calculation of VCP1. For VCP2, the upper limit
was only shifted by half of ∆T.
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Both VCPs exhibited similar patterns according to the temperature shift, as shown in Figure 5a,b.
In the tropical climate, both VCPs began at a moderate level and decreased rapidly with increasing
∆T; the greater the BTD, the lesser the cooling benefits. Thus, buildings with large ∆T in tropical
climates cannot extract the advantage of outdoor cooling. However, in the dry climate, both VCPs
began at a low value and slowly increased with increasing ∆T. In the temperate climate group, the
VCP values remained high over a wide range of ∆T, reaching over 80% when ∆T was between 1 ◦C
and 7 ◦C. The two cities of the continental climate group presented opposite trends. Seoul began with a
moderate VCP and decreased slightly with increasing ∆T, whereas Prague began with a low VCP and
increased with increasing ∆T. This was likely caused by their heat levels (third classification scheme in
Köppen climate); Seoul is classified as having a “hot summer”, and Prague is classified as having a
“cold summer”. Because each city shows its own characteristics of VCP variations according to ∆T, a
VCP lookup table can be generated with an index of the temperature shift in all cities so that users can
easily determine the cooling potential according to their ∆Tbal building design plan [16].

Seoul has an extreme temperature variation between summer and winter. Furthermore, the
summer period has a wide temperature distribution, as shown in Figure 6. In the early and late
summer months (June and September), VCP2 experienced only slight changes with increasing ∆T
and remained above 60%; this pattern is similar to that observed in the dry climate. Meanwhile, in
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July and August, the months experiencing high summer, both proposed VCPs sharply decreased with
increasing ∆T, indicating that similar to tropical climates, outdoor cooling cannot be reliably used for
buildings with large balance temperature differences.Energies 2019, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 7 of 10 
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Figure 6. Monthly breakdown of the VCP2 profile in Seoul.

The weekly values of VCP1, VCP2, and energy savings in Seoul at ∆T = 7 ◦C are plotted in
Figure 7a from June to September. The VCP patterns agreed with the calculated energy savings and
were high in the early and late summer months and relatively low during the high summer months,
as is typical for hot-summer continental climates. In comparison with VCP1, the magnitude of VCP2

was much closer to the energy savings. Additionally, VCP2 had a stronger correlation with the energy
savings, as shown in Figure 7b.
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Figure 7. Summary of VCPs and energy savings in Seoul: (a) weekly VCPs and energy savings and
(b) correlation between VCPs and energy savings.

Correlations between the calculated energy savings for the eight cities during the 17 weeks of
summer with each climate evaluation method are presented in Figure 8. VCP2 was found to have the
highest correlation with energy savings for the given building model. In VCP2, outdoor air can be
partially used for ventilative cooling as the temperature difference is not sufficiently large to completely
cover the cooling load. Assuming that the outdoor temperature is equally distributed in the selected
region statistically, as much as half of ∆Tbal can be added to the shifted zone for the VCP calculation.
No significant correlation was found between energy savings and VCP1. Unlike VCP2, the narrower
selection of outdoor temperatures may have omitted the outdoor cooling potential.
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Similarly, a weak correlation was found between CPNV and energy saving, possibly because
of the wide boundary conditions of the CPNV evaluation design. CPNV does not account for the
building characteristics or ventilation systems and relies only on weather, unlike the VCP tool, which
includes these characteristics. Thus, a moderate correlation was found between energy savings and
the VCP tool, indicating that the number of hours for which the ventilation rate should be increased
correlated with the energy saved because of ventilation.

A summary of the correlation between the proposed VCPs and the energy savings at various
temperature shifts ∆T is presented in Figure 9. Although the building simulation was performed with
a known ∆T value of the building, it will be useful to how the ventilation strategy (i.e., energy reduced
as a result of ventilation) behaves at various ∆T. The correlation between VCP2 and ∆T gradually
increased with increasing ∆T until ∆T reached 6 ◦C; a slight change in the correlation was observed
afterward. It is important to accurately evaluate the BTD. Even though the BTD is not evaluated
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precisely plus minus a few degrees, the correlation between VCP2 and energy savings remains nearly
constant, with an R-squared value of over 85%.Energies 2019, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 9 of 10 
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4. Conclusions

The two methods proposed herein for evaluating the ventilative cooling potential were assessed
in eight cities across four climate zones: tropical, dry, temperate, and continental. Both methods
classified the outdoor temperature on an hourly basis based on the temperature shift of the comfort
zone. The temperature shift was determined based on a single parameter—the balance temperature
difference between the indoor and outdoor temperature—which varies in terms of the envelope design
and ventilation operation of the building analyzed. The two representative cities of each climate group
exhibited a similar pattern of VCPs according to the temperature shifts.

The VCP distributions with respect to the temperature shift show unique patterns depending on
climatic groups. VCPs stay nearly constant over a wide range of temperature shifts in a Mediterranean
climate. In a tropical climate, small temperature shifts are preferred for taking full advantage of
ventilative cooling. A similar conclusion can be drawn for a continental climate, but annual energy
consumption should be addressed, including heat loss in winter. Ventilative cooling is best applicable
to a dry semi-arid climate where daily temperature fluctuations are large.

The proposed VCPs were validated by performing an energy simulation on a building to
determine the potential for mechanical cooling reduction. The amount of energy saved using outdoor
ventilation was found to be in good correlation with the proposed VCPs, particularly VCP2. The
proposed VCPs can be used in early building design stages to predict the amount of energy savings
by ventilative cooling without the use of a computer-based tool. A look-up table can be provided for
various cities with an index of temperature shifts, so that design engineers can optimize the balance
temperature difference of the building they design.
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